Maryland Engineering Challenges
2019 Paper Airplane Challenge
Elementary Level – Grades 1 to 5
Each grade will be judged separately.

Supported
By:
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Mid-Atlantic Section

Engineer Contact:
Tom Milnes thomas.milnes@jhuapl.edu

Important Dates
Coaches’ Information Session
 Wednesday, November 14, 2018

4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

This “drop-in” event is designed for adults interested in coaching a team to stop by and chat with engineers. Find
out if a particular Challenge is a good fit for your students. The Information Session is not required and there is no
cost. Registration is strongly encouraged. Contact James at jkeffer@thebmi.org

Registration and Written Report Due
 February 1, 2019

Prior to 4:00 p.m.

In order to be a registered team, each team must have their adult Coach do the following:
 Register online at http://survey.constantcontact.com/survey/a07efo0c75qjlnxjrqr/start
 AND submit the team’s Written Report as a HARD COPY to the Baltimore Museum of Industry
 AND pay a $5 Coach’s Fee, details at https://48278.blackbaudhosting.com/48278/MEC-Coach-Fee

Paper Airplane Competition
 February 10, 2019 (Snow Date: February 24, 2019)

Doors open at 9:00 a.m.

Full details about the Challenge will be emailed to Coaches after the registration deadline.

Questions about Challenge specifications or judging should be sent to the Engineer Contact:
Tom Milnes
thomas.milnes@jhuapl.edu
Other questions?
James Keffer jkeffer@thebmi.org

THE CHALLENGE
The Lilliputians, a race of tiny people first discovered by that intrepid
traveler Gulliver, guard BWI airport from the dreaded Gremlins, a
mischievous sort of tiny creature who delight in jinxing pilot, plane,
and traveler alike (see the Bugs Bunny classic, “Falling Hare”).
Lilliputians subdue Gulliver

The Dreaded
Gremlin.

The Lilliputians are looking for a reliable paper airplane that their human handlers can
use to send them where needed to defend the airport. The Lilliputians are looking for a
design that can be manufactured quickly but reliably by assembly line techniques. The
planes must be easy enough to be thrown far, fast, and accurately by elementary school
students. Paper clips will serve as surrogate Lilliputians for testing purposes.

ENGINEERING TEAM REQUIREMENT
Each team should consist of at least four students. Only 4 pre-chosen students may construct and throw
planes at the competition. Teams may share students at the same grade level or use younger grade
students if needed to have at least 4 students on a team. There is no limit to the number of teams a
school may have.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS
At the competition, each team must use the piece of 8.5" x 11" paper (20-pound or 75 grams/meter2)
and jumbo paper clip (Acco Premium Silverette Jumbo Paper Clips #72503, or equivalent) provided by
the sponsors.
 Only one piece of paper and one paper clip allowed per plane (unlimited number of scraps).
 No tools or construction materials other than the paper and paper clip provided.
 Three minutes will be given for four students to construct four identical paper airplanes by
assembly line method.
 All four students must be involved in the manufacturing process.
 No coaching or other adult help fabricating the paper airplane will be allowed during the
performance competition.
 Paper clip must remain attached to or inside the airplane for flight to count. One re-throw
allowed for lost passenger.
PERFORMANCE DEMONSTRATION GUIDELINES
Each of the four students must fly a plane. Individual score is Length x Speed x Accuracy. Team score is
sum of individual scores.
 L = Length = Length of Flight (along Reference Line to tip of plane)
 S = Speed = Length of Flight / Time of Flight = L/T
 A = Accuracy = 1 - Distance from Reference Line / Length of Flight = 1 – D/L
See Figure 1 for an illustration of scoring terms in practice.
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Figure 1 – Scoring Illustration
Paper clip must remain attached to or inside the airplane for flight to count. One re-throw allowed for
lost passenger.

EVALUATION STANDARDS
This elementary school-level competition involves four main components: the design and construction
of the project, a written report, an oral report, and the performance demonstration.
1. Design & Construction
Competition value: 20 points
2. Written Report
Competition value: 30 points
Each TEAM should complete the “Student Design Report” at the end of this document.
3. Oral Interview
Competition value: 20 points
4. Performance Demonstration
Competition value: 30 points
An outline of what is required for each of these components, and general guidance on preparing for the
competition, is given in the "Elementary School Guide to Entry” which should be read in connection with
this document.

GOOD LUCK TO YOUR TEAM!

STUDENT DESIGN REPORT

Team Name

We are (please check one):
Grade One: ___ Grade Two: ___ Grade Three: ___ Grade Four: ___ Grade Five: ___

Team Members

Team’s School Name (if applicable) and County

Adult Coach

Coach’s Email

DESIGN REPORT DIRECTIONS
Make a copy of the “Student Design Report” pages for each TEAM. Team members should complete
each part by clearly printing the requested information. Additional pages may be inserted as needed.
The information in this booklet must be the work of student team members, as certified on the final
page.
Written reports must be submitted, either by mail or in person, to:
BMI, 1415 Key Highway, Baltimore MD 21230, prior to 4:00 p.m. on February 1, 2019

Explain why you chose your first design for an airplane. Include a sample of this design.

What problems did you encounter with your first design?

Explain the improvements or changes made to your design after testing. Include samples of improved
designs, and explain how they were better

Explain which design is the best.

How successful is your best plane?

What math skills were needed in this challenge?

What science skills were needed in this challenge?

List the safety rules you followed to make sure no one got hurt:

What did you learn by taking part in this project?

What did you enjoy most about taking part in this project?

List dates of important milestones in your project and describe those milestones:

Resources: List all the information resources used to solve the challenge problem. Include books,
pictures, and websites.

List the materials used in constructing your project:
Materials

Cost

Tools Used

Explain what help adults gave your team:
Name
Type of Assistance

Team Members: List the team members, with a short description of how each person helped to make
the project a success. What special skills were learned or demonstrated by each person?

TO BE SIGNED BY ALL STUDENTS, ADULT HELPERS, AND TEAM COACH.
We hereby certify that the majority of the ideas, design, and work was originated and performed by the
students, with limited assistance by adults, as described above.
Printed Name

Signature

Date

